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Long-Awaited High Phosphate
Detergent Ban Becomes Law in Ohio
by Wayne R. Warren
f patience is indeed a virtue, then

E the group that assembled on the
shores of Lake Erie on the
morning of March 26, 1988 possessed
a lot of it. Many of those who
gathered that day in Cleveland had
worked for more than a decade to
reach that moment: the signing of the
long-awaited, much debated and
urgently needed law to ban high
phosphate detergents in Ohio.
This important first step toward
meaningful phosphorus load reduction into Lake Erie was only accomplished after the involvement of
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numerous organizations, local
governments, state agencies and the
direct lobbying efforts of Ohio s
Governor Richard F. Celeste.
This legislation will help to
improve Lake Erie s water quality,"
Governor Celeste stated as he signed
the bill into law. "It demonstrates
Ohio s commitment to working with
its neighbors to clean up the Great
Lakes.

All other Great Lakes states,

except Pennsylvania, passed phos-

phate limitations of .05 percent
starting in the mid 1970s, while
Ontario set its limit at 2.2 percent.

Environmentalists, conservation-

ists, boating and fishing groups and
others have been advocating the
need for a high phosphate detergent
ban since the early 19703. Each year,
though, they have run into the same

obstacles. The opposition argued
that phosphates helped to get clothes

cleaner and that a ban would force

increases in the cost of detergents
and reductions in jobs, with only
slight increases in water quality.
In 1987, a high phosphate ban bill
was once again introduced in the
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state legislature, this time by Representative Daniel Troy of Willoughby,
Ohio. House Bill 491 proposed that
the sale of household laundry
detergents containing more than 0.5
percent phosphorus be forbidden in
the 35 northern Ohio counties which
make up Ohio s part of the Lake Erie
watershed. Despite the good intentions behind the bill, it was expected
to fail as had previous provisions.
In summer 1987, however, new

evidence emerged which changed
the legislature s outlook toward the
bill. In testimony before the Ohio
House of Representatives, it was
revealed that the company opposed
to the bill has as large a share of the
detergent market in Michigan and
Wisconsin, which are low phosphate
states, as the company does in Ohio.
The July 1987 issue of Consumer

Reports magazine was also refer-

enced, which reported that many of
the most effective cleaning deter-

gents are either nonphosphate or low
phosphate brands. The laundry
product ranked number one by the
magazine is a nonphosphate liquid

brand.

Finally, testimony presented to the
House suggested that significant
reductions in phosphorus concentrations have occurred in the Detroit
River and Chesapeake Bay as a result
of bans by Michigan and Maryland
respectively. The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio

EPA) estimated that a high phos

phate ban in Ohio would produce a
212 metric tonne (234 ton) reduction
in phosphorus loadings to Lake Erie,
or 15 percent of the 1,365 tonne

(1,505 ton) reduction Ohio needs to
accomplish in order to meet the
target load for Lake Erie set by the
1978 and 1987 Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreements.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1

The bill passed the Ohio House of

Representatives in July 1987 by a

comfortable margin. Supporters of
the bill then went to work on the
more difficult challenge of getting
approval from the Ohio Senate and
its Committee on Energy, Natural

Resources and the Environment. The
committee s Chairperson, Senator
Gary Suhadolnik, had voiced his

opposition to a high phosphate
detergent ban.
The momentum to pass the bill
began to build in fall 1987. Governor
Celeste announced the creation of the
Lake Erie Office - an umbrella office

for seven different state agencies

with an interest in the lake in
November 1987, immediately before
addressing the opening session of the
IJC s Biennial Meeting on Great
Lakes Water Quality in Toledo, Ohio.

The new office made passage of
House Bill 491 its first goal on its
legislative agenda, and as it held

several public meetings along the

lakeshore to inform people about the
office s creation, it also urged citizens
to work for passage of the bill.
A grassroots strategy slowly
emerged to work for the bill s
passage. More than a dozen communities passed resolutions urging the
legislature to approve the bill,

including two key cities in Senator

Suhadolnik s district, while thou-

sands of other people signed petitions and produced pamphlets
outlining the positive benefits of

reducing phosphorus loads to Lake
Erie. The newly formed Lake Erie
Office distributed legislative action
alerts on the bill, and state agency
directors met with newspaper
editorial boards in the Lake Erie

watershed to urge support for the
bill s adoption. On December 24,

1987, Governor Celeste publicly

called for the opponents to drop their

longstanding opposition to the bill.

2
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Further incentives to support the
high phosphate ban were provided
to the companies in late February,
when the Cleveland City Council
began to consider local legislation
nearly identical to the state bill. If
such an ordinance passed, detergent

companies would have great difficulty marketing and distributing low
phosphate detergents to Cleveland,
while high phosphate laundry
products would still be used in the
surrounding suburbs. In early
March, Proctor & Gamble agreed to
withdraw its active opposition to
House Bill 491.
As a result, hearings were held in
the Senate s Committee on Energy,

Natural Resources and the Environment and sent to the full Senate for
approval soon thereafter. The bill
passed in the Senate by a vote of 265, and requires that low phosphate
detergents must be used in all 35

.

A- but

Lake Erie watershed communities in
the state by 1990. The law includes
provision for civil penalties of up to
$10,000 per day for violators. Ohio

had at last made the commitment to
limiting phosphates in detergents.
The high phosphate detergent ban
is, of course, only one piece of a longterm phosphate reduction strategy.
Nonpoint agricultural runoff and
chemical fertilizer pollution are large

contributors to phosphorus problems
in the lake and its connecting

streams, and they are difficult to

address and control. Still, if patience

was the key to passage of House Bill

491, then persistence will surely be
the most important ingredient to

secure the long-term health of Ohio s
greatest natural resource: Lake Erie.

For more information about Ohio s high
phosphate detergent ban, contact Wayne
R. Warren, Executive Director, Lake Erie
Office, Building G2, Fountain Square,

Columbus, OH 43224. (614)265-6416.
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Green Bay RAP:
Ready for Action
by Victoria Harris

t a ceremony attended by about
50 citizens, officials and the
media, Wisconsin Depart-

historic moment for Wisconsin, the

United States and Canada. Other
speakers who noted the event 5

significance included John M. Rose,
chairman of the Green Bay RAP

ment of Natural Resources Secretary

Citizen s Advisory Committee, Rose
Freeman, who serves as state coordi-

Action Plan (RAP) on February 23,

US. EPA s Region V office, and
Thomas Cuene, Brown County

CD. Besadny signed the Lower
Green Bay and Fox River Remedial
1988. With his signature, Secretary

Besadny formally adopted the RAP
as part of Wisconsin s State Water

Quality Management Plan and

signaled the beginning of the plan s
implementation phase. The plan was
also presented to representatives of
the International Joint Commission

(IIC) and the US. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) at the
signing ceremony, which culminated
two years of work on the plan by
over 70 individuals from government, industry, universities and

nator for Wisconsin and Ohio for

Executive.
As important as the completion
and signing of the RAP is, it represents just the beginning of the
ecosystem rehabilitation of lower
Green Bay and the Fox River. Plan
implementation will require extensive coordination and cooperation
among the many organizations in the
public and private sectors. No one

organization has the jurisdiction,
authority or funds needed for

ecosystem management.

public interest groups.
The Green Bay RAP is one of the
first to be adopted by a state or
province. It is also the first of four

RAPs to be completed by the Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources (WDNR) and will serve as
a prototype for RAPs at the Milwau-

kee, Sheboygan Harbor and Menominee River Areas of Concern.

IIC Commissioner L. Keith Bulen,
who attended the signing of the

Green Bay RAP, called the signing an
Rose Freeman of the [1.8. EPA, Commis-

sioner L. Keith Bulen and RAP Citizens
Committee Chairperson john Rose join

Wisconsin DNR s Secretary C.D. Besadny to
witness the signing of the Green Bay RAP.
Credit: Ken Weser, Press Gazette
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Advisory Board was created in 1966
to assist the Commission in respond-

ing to a request from governments to
identify air quality problems occur-

Canadian border;

0

appropriate, draw such problems to

0

As a part of their presentation, they
reported that general air quality has
improved in urban areas in both

countries over the last decade.

Drs. Machta and Young also
described a program to obtain data
and other information to adequately
ad vise the Commission on integrated

transboundary monitoring. The

program includes:

0

Describing the characteristics of
existing monitoring networks for
air, water and biota in the

transboundary region along the
entire length of the US.-

Recommending the need for new

or modified networks which

optimize components of existing

Young, director of the Air Quality

and Inter-Environmental Research
Branch of Environment Canada,
serve as the board s co-chairpersons.

monitoring data for use in

reporting on the state of the
environment within the entire
transboundary region;

ring in boundary areas and, if

the attention of governments. Dr.
Lester Machta, director of the Air
Resources Laboratories for the
Environmental Research Laboratory
of NOAA, and Dr. James W.S.

Developing methods to integrate

networks; and

0

Determining the desirability of a
new integrated transboundary

network, including its purpose,

structure, size, activities and
costs for establishment and
maintenance.
The Commission also received

reports on April 19 from the boards

formed under the Great Lakes Water

Quality Agreement. The co-chairpersons of the Great Lakes Water

Quality Board Valdas V.
Adamkus, Region V Administrator

of the US. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) and Elizabeth Dowdeswell, Regional Director General,

Conservation and Protection, Ontario
Region, Environment Canada
outlined the board s assessment of its

role under the revised Agreement

and its proposed work plans for the

current fiscal year. Dr. Al Beeton,
director of the Great Lakes Environ-

mental Research Laboratory of

NCAA and Dr. Jack Vallentyne,
senior scientist with the Ontario
Region of Fisheries and Oceans,

Canada Centre for Inland Waters,

serve as co-chairpersons of the Great
Lakes Science Advisory Board. They
described the board s current work
plans, including activities of the

Ecological, Technological and

Societal subcommittees. The Commission requested that both boards
consider human health effects issues
as a major priority for the coming
year.
On Wednesday, April 20 boards
appointed to assist the Commission s
regulation of Great Lakes water
flows and in the study on fluctuating
lake levels discussed their progress
and recommendations with the
Commission. For more details, see

the Great Lakes water levels article
on page 10.
The International Water Pollution
Board for the Rainy River (which

runs along the boundary between
Minnesota and Ontario) presented its
report Wednesday afternoon. In

1959, the Governments of the United
States and Canada asked the Commission to examine and report on

pollution of the Rainy River and

Lake of the Woods. In its report to
governments in 1965, the Commission recommended the adoption of
certain water quality objectives and
requested authorization to establish a
board to monitor the water quality of
the Rainy River. The International
Rainy River Water Pollution Board
was established to carry out the
surveillance activities and to report
on compliance with the recommended objectives.
Board Co-Chairpersons Kim

Canadian Chairman Pierre Andre Bissaunette presents WQB Co-Chair Elizabeth
Dowdeswell with a plaque of appreciation at
the Semi-Annual Meeting, while LLS.
Chairman Robert McEwen presents a
similar plaque to Colonel Ioseph Briggs, co

director of the US. EPA Region V

Board of Control. Credit: Frank Bevacqua

ties in municipal pollution control;

chair of the International Lake of the Woods

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1
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Shikaze, director of Ontario Region
Environmental Protection, Conservation and Protection Service, Environment Canada, and Charles Sutfin,

Division of Water, reviewed activi-

4
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Denver initiate a study to determine
if these pesticide levels are detrimental to the aquatic life of the Red
River.
Results of acute toxicity testing of
water samples from the Red River

and its tributaries showed that, at the

majority of locations tested, no
significant difference was detected in
test organisms exposed to site water
or those exposed to instream control
water. However, the toxicological

information does suggest a possible
chronic toxicity problem at a few
sites which cannot be explained by
the chemical data collected. The
board recommended that further
investigation is needed.
The International Souris-Red
Rivers Engineering Board, the final
board to appear before the Commis

*

Presentations to the Commission by Great Lakes Science Advisory Board Co-Chairpersons
jack anlcntyne and Al Beeton, with member L. K. Caldwell.
Credit: Frank Bevacqua

industrial pollution control at the

Boise Cascade pulp and paper mills
at International Falls, Minnesota, and

the board established for the Rainy
River, the Red River board was

established by the Commission in

Western and Northern Region Water

1969 to provide continuous surveillance of water quality of the Red
River, which forms the boundary
between North Dakota and Minnesota and flows into Manitoba.
Monitored water quality characteristics of the Red River at the boundary indicated that, with a few exceptions, significant problems did not
occur during the 1987 water year
(October 1, 1986 to September 30,
1987). Recent water quality data
collected by Environment Canada as
part of the Red River surveillance

Directorate of Environment Canada
reported on results of the pollution abatement measures and dis-

a number of pesticides in the river
during spring runoff. This finding
prompted the Water Quality Objec-

Fort Francis, Ontario; ambient

monitoring; and other items which

may impact water quality in the
Rainy River. Low river ows
became an issue in 1987 and low
winter snowfalls indicate that a
similar problem may occur in 1988.
The Commission s co chairpersons
for the International Red River
Pollution Board

Max Dodson,

director of US. EPA Region VlII s
Water Management Division, and
William Gummer, chief of the

Quality Branch of the Inland Waters

charges, the water quality surveillance program, and spill contingency
plans for the Red River area. Like

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1988

effort showed detectable amounts of

tives Committee of the International

Red River Pollution Board to request
that Region VIII of the US. EPA in

sion on Wednesday, April 20, was

established in 1948 pursuant to a

reference from governments to
investigate and make recommenda

tions on several matters, including

water requirements, further uses and
apportionment of river water.
Darrell D. Mach, policy planning
staff director of the Bureau of
Reclamation, US. Department of
Interior, and Ralph L. Pentland,

director of the Water Management
and Planning Branch of Environment
Canada s Inland Waters Directorate,

are the board s co-chairpersons. The
board reported that activities to
implement the Garrison Diversion
Unit Reformulation Act (US. Public
Law 99-294) are underway. The

board also reported on a proposed

joint project at Emerson, Manitoba
and Noyes, Minnesota to protect

these communities from possible
ooding, as well as other ood
control and water resource management projects in the area.
On Thursday, April 21, the Commission met with two additional
5
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boards, the International Advisory
Board of Control of Water Pollution
St. Croix River and the Flathead

River International Study Board. The

International Advisory Board on
Pollution Control - St. Croix River
was established in 1962 to assist the

Commission by maintaining continuing surveillance over boundary
waters pollution. The St. Croix
River, together with several lakes
and smaller streams, forms part of
the international boundary between
the State of Maine and the Province
of New Brunswick. The board is co-

chaired by Edward J. Conley, Envi-

ronment Services director for US.
EPA Region I and Edward J. Nor
rena, Atlantic regional director of
Environmental Protection for Environment Canada.

The board reported that five years

of work by the St. Croix River

Steering Committee on diadramous
fishery (those fish which migrate
between salt and fresh waters) have

culminated in a management plan

Wildlife and Parks, and Edwin

"Mac" Clark, regional director of the

Pacific and Yukon Inland Waters
Directorate of Environment Canada,
are the study board co chairpersons.
They reported that the board anticipates completing its draft report by

the end of May 1988, with a published form ready for distribution by

mid-July. Informational meetings are
scheduled for late July, with formal
public hearings in mid-September of
this year.

Copies of any of the boards reports
from the Commission s spring SemiAnnual meeting are available from
Sally Spiers or Frank Bevacqua,
International Joint Commission, 2001
S Street NW, Washington, DC 20440,

telephone (202)673-6222 or from Alan

Clarke, International Joint Commission, 100 Metcalfe, 18th floor, Ot-

tawa, ON KlP 5M1, telephone

(613)995-2984. The Commission s fall
Semi-Annual meeting will be held in
Ottawa onOctober 4-6, 1988.

which calls for continued efforts to

improve water quality and ow
conditions, improvements in up-

stream and downstream fish pas-

sage, continued fish stocking, popu-

lation monitoring and habitat assess-

ment. These efforts are aimed at

achieving full management of the

fishery of the St. Croix River.
The Flathead River International

Report on the International
Air Quality Advisory Board s
First Integrated Monitoring
Workshop
by E. Bailey

Study Board was established in April
1985 as a result of a government

request to examine the water quality
and quantity implications of a

proposed coal mine development on

Cabin Creek in British Columbia.
Cabin Creek flows into the Flathead

River, which ows south through

Glacier National Park in northwest
Montana.

James A. Posewitz of the State of

Montana Department of Fish,

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1

he Commission s International
Air Quality Advisory Board
hosted its First Integrated
Monitoring Workshop in St. Andrews, New Brunswick from May 31
to June 1, 1988. The workshop was

the first of a planned series of five regional workshops aimed at further
nurturing the concept of an inte
grated transboundary monitoring

network that Canada and the United

FOCUS 7

States might share to mutual advantage.
The workshop was attended by
about 50 participants representing
monitoring agencies at the state,
provincial and general level, conservation and resource management
agencies and groups, and resource
users. Commissioner L. Keith Bulen
opened the workshop by tracing the
history of Commission initiatives in
integrated transboundary monitoring
and focused on the utility of regional
approaches in the larger-scale
ecosphere. The plenary session
featured presentations on existing
environmental monitoring programs
in the region ranging from water
quantity and quality to forestry and
recreational water use. Workgroup
sessions were then organized to

focus more specifically on monitoring programs and needs in the

following areas: ecosystems/

vegetation, air, water, and manage-

ment. The first three groups focused
on current monitoring programs
with respect to their usefulness from
a transboundary monitoring perspec-

tive and identified gaps or monitor-

ing needs to provide a more integrated and useful network in terms
of evaluating the state of the humanenvironment and long-term environmental changes across the boundary.
The management session focused on
monitoring from a user perspective.
A summary of the workshop is
being prepared by the International

Air Quality Advisory Board. Further

information on this initiative can be

obtained from E. Bailey, International
Joint Commission, 100 Metcalfe, 18th
floor, Ottawa, ON KlP 5M1 (613)9952984, or J. Fisher/Bruce Bandurski,
International Joint Commission, 2001
S Street NW, Washington, DC 20440

(202)673-6222.

6
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provided the committee with information to revise and finalize the plan.
Representatives of Environment

Dr. Alfred Michael Duda has been
selected by the International Joint
Commission to a four-year position as
Director of the Commission s Great
Lakes Regional Of ce in Windsor,
Ontario. The position alternates between
Canadian and United States terms every

Canada, Ontario Ministry of the Environment, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
serve on the committee. They originally
presented the draft plan to the Niagara
River Coordination Committee, which
includes top officials from each agency.
The draft plan sets intermediate and

four years. Al comes to the IJC from

Knoxville, Tennessee, where he worked
as an environmental scientist for the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a
federal corporation owned by the U.S.

long-term goals, from reducing the

Government and operated in seven states
to develop and implement water

amounts of toxics in the water so that the
ecosystem is not further harmed, to the
eventual virtual elimination of toxics in

resource management and electric power
generation programs.
Al was responsible for advising the
TVA s director of environmental quality

the lake. Accomplishing such a goal, the
plan states, will depend on eliminating
the manufacture and use of toxic

on policy matters related to surface and
groundwater quality, and coordinating a
long-range planning process to target
and integrate land management and

water quality management programs

among the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and the TVA s seven states.

He has also worked as supervisor of

the nonpoint source management unit

for North Carolina s state water quality
regulatory agency, and served on the
Board of Directors for the North Ameri-

can Lake Management Society and for

the American Water Resources Association (AWRA). He was elected a member
of Sigma Xi, a scientific research honor-

ary, and has been an active member in

the Water Pollution Control Federation
and the Association of Groundwater
Scientists and Engineers. He has
authored several dozen papers on

scientific and public policy as sets of
surface and groundwater qua ity and in
1982 received the W.R. Boggess Award
from the AWRA for the best water-

related journal paper published during
that year.

Al was raised in western Massachusetts and earned a Bachelor of Science

degree from Boston College in 1972 and a
PhD. in hydrology from Duke University in 1977. Al joined the office in midJuly and hopes to enjoy some sailing on
the lakes and the Detroit River in his free
time - at this point he s unsure how his
Hobie catamaran will fare on Lake St.
Clair.

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1988

substances, taking advantage of technological advances as they occur, and

Dr. Al Duda
# § -#

Invention Convention, an annual

program to promote creative thinking in

young children enrolled in Toledo Public
Schools, was recognized as one of four

outstanding projects in the United States

by the U.S. Department of Commerce
Patent and Trademark Office. The
International Joint Commission cosponsored the most recent Invention Convention as one of several activities at its 1987
Biennial Meeting. The program began in

January 1985 specifically for gifted and

natural self-purification processes in the
lake itself.
The draft plan is currently under
revision and review by both committees,

and a final plan is expected for release in
September. Look for an article explaining the provisions of the final plan in the

next issue of Focus. In the meantime,
further details are available from Kevin
Bricke, U.S. EPA Region II, 26 Federal
Plaza, Room 805, New York, NY 10278,
telephone (212)264-2513 or Rob
Sampson, Great Lakes Environment
Office, 25 St. Clair Avenue East, Toronto,

ON M4T 1M2, telephone (416)973-5624.
*I- ?

talented students, and has grown to a

district-wide project for elementary aged

students.
Dick Brunt, executive director of
curriculum and instruction for the school
district, accepted the award at the
National Conference for Creative and
Inventive Thinking held in early June in
Dallas, Texas.
#I- -ti

The Lake Ontario Toxics Committee
released its draft report for ublic

comment on January 28 of t is year.

Since then, five public meetings attended

by approximately 250 people and more

than 40 separate written comments have

Recently appointed by the International

Joint Commission to the Great Lakes

Science Advisory Board is Dr. Jan
Barica, chief of the Aquatic Ecology

Division of the National Water Research
Institute, Environment Canada. Dr. Alex

T. Davidson, from the Canadian Institute
of Research on Public Policy, will serve
on the Council of Great Lakes Research
Managers, while Dr. Joseph F.
O'Connor, chief of Fisheries Enhance-

ment, Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources in Winnipeg, has been

ap ointed to the International Red River
[ 0 Iution Board. Verne R. Schneider,

who works as a hydrologist for the U.S.
Geological Survey, will serve on the

7
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Souris-Red River Engineering Board, and
Donald A. Kasianchuk has been added
to the International Osoyoos Lake Board
of Control. Dr. Kasianchuk is Director of
the Water Management Branch and
Comptroller of Water Rights for British

Columbia s Ministry of Environment and

Parks.
Carol Finch, who serves as co-chairperson of the Programs Committee for the
Great Lakes Water Quality Board, was
named Director of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency s Great Lakes
National Program Of ce last March. The

office s major responsibilities are

implementation of Great Lakes activities
under the US. Clean Water Act and the
revised 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement. Finch has served as acting

director of that office since July 1987 and

has worked in a variety of positions with
the US. EPA since 1972.
I- l' ll'

When the governments revised the 1978
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
last year, one revision focused specifi-

cally on potential threats to the Great

ing television stations produced a twohour simulcast on issues surrounding the
Great Lakes and the health of its economy and environment. WNED-TV in

Buffalo, New York, TV Ontario in

Toronto and WTVS~TV in Detroit,
Michi an cohosted the program, "The
Uncle ended Border: The Great Lakes,

which included three panels of a scien-

tist, physician, economist, and representatives from business, labour, government and citizen groups. While each

panel had separate topics to discuss
initially, the primary focus of the

program was to consider the interde-

pendence between creating and preserving a clean environment and ensuring a

healthy economy for the region.

environment as the number one concern
(90 percent and 82 percent, respectively),

most panel members emphasized in their
concluding statements that the two issues
cannot and should not be separated,

in the two-week program (see Focus,

involved students in learning about and
testing for water quality in their respective locations.

Students then entered their testing

teachers, and community, state and

WTVS-Channel 56, 7441 Second Boule-

they reach their port of call, the ships

high schools along the river participated

creating a healthy environment and

entered the lakes in freighter ballast

stabilization when sailing empty. When

Monitoring Project in early May 1988.

governments alone cannot carry the
burden for both issues, and that all

economy.

contains, is taken on by ships for

middle schools took part in the second
year of the Rouge River Water Quality

results into a computer in order to
interact electronically with other schools
and to discuss possible reasons for the
varying levels of water quality. A pproxi-

While the sea lamprey is the best
known and most destructive immigrant
water. This water, plus any aquatic life it

Students from 29 high schools and three

Volume 12, Issue 2, page 14). This year s
expansion included schools from every
part of the Rouge River watershed, and

citizens in the region must play a part in

to the Great Lakes, other species have

tit!!!»

economy. While Canadians and Americans both voted overwhelmingly for the

for governments, environment or

of perch called the river ruffe has been
found in Lake Superior waters and may
threaten native fish species.

water.

During the first year of the program, 16

other aquatic species. According to the

Great Lakes Fishery Commission, a type

pay for removal of suspected carcinogens
from their drinking water, however 57
percent could not identify the most
serious health contaminants most often
found in drinking water. Coordinators
of the league s drinking water project feel
the survey points to the importance
people hold for clean, safe drinking
water and the need for greater education
efforts to alert citizens to the concerns
surrounding various sources of drinking

Viewers called in to vote for which
area they felt should be the top priority

because each so strongly affects the
other. The point was also raised that

Lakes system from immigrating fish or

For further information on the
program contact Carlota Almanza,

vard, Detroit, MI 48202. (313)873-7200.
ti-

mately 250 student representatives, their

regional agency personnel convened at a
student congress the Saturday after the
program to discuss the results and to
consider future actions the community

could take to help clean up the Rouge
River.
Student recommendations ranged

from organizing school projects to clean

dump the water to take on cargo.

Protecting community drinking water

up visible pollution from the river (such

potential damage by the river ruffe

mental concern for members of the

awareness through marches and increased media coverage, and raising

Concern has been raised about

because it feeds on eg 5 of other, more

valuable sportfish, inc uding Whitefish
and yellow perch. River ruffes are not
considered valuable as sportfish in their

supplies is the number one local environLeague of Women voters, according to a

nationwide survey completed by the
organization last spring. Almost 55

as garbage and logjams), to raising

funds for cleanup through increased

boating license fees and percentage

payments from local developers.

native European waters, and can become
a lake s dominant fish in a short time.

percent of the 11,000 respondents chose
the topic number one, over five other
issues: hazardous waste site cleanup;

For more information on the project,
contact Mark Mitchell, Friends of the

river ruffe, contact the Great Lakes

eliminating contamination of groundwa-

Dearborn, MI 48128. (313)271-66780.

For details on the immigration of the

Fishery Commission, 1451 Green Road,

Ann Arbor, MI 48105. (313)662-3209.
*

A ...

On May 19, 1988 three public broadcast-

ltl'

water pollution cleanup and reduction;
ter by agricultural chemicals; reducing
acid rain; and solid waste disposal.

The study also showed that members
are willing to pay more for safe drinking
water. Almost 89 percent were willing to

Rouge, 300 Fair Lane Drive, Suite 3,
lei-#1010

Some confusion reigns in the Information
Services Section of the IJC Windsor of ce

_
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to as far back as 1915. More recently, he

adds, the term "freshwater estuary" was
included in a 1980 Glossary of Geology

published by the American Geological

states.

The Clearinghouse is intended to
provide assistance to environmental
managers, businesses and others, as well
as identify relevant laws, regulations and

sources for further help. W8] is a

nongovernment, nonprofit research,
education and assistance center based in
Grand Rapids and formed in 1980 to
provide information and assistance on
environmental and waste management
issues. Free access and further informa-

tion is available by calling the following

Waste-Help Hotline numbers: in
Michigan, 1-800-634-8708; in Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin, call 1-800

634 2620.

Institute, which identifies these areas in

III-i

two ways:

1. "A drowned river mouth formed

by the subsidence of land near the

coast or by the drowning of the

lower portion of a nonglacial
valley due to the rise 0 sea level;
and
2. "In the Great Lakes and other
large lakes, the lower reach of a

tributary to the lake that has a
drowned river mouth, shows a zone

of transition from stream water to
lake water, and is in uenced by
changes in lake level as a result of
seiclzes or wind tides.

It seems we have hit upon an issue of
scientific debate. Any other definitions
out there we should consider in the

controversy? All comments and/or
suggestions are welcome!
i

Canadians can learn more about pesticides, thanks to a new, tollfree hotline

established by Agriculture Canada. By

calling 1-800-267 6315, callers can receive

information on chemical and trade

names, precautions and actions to take if
problems arise, possible alternatives,
including nonhazardous products, and

experts to call for more information.
iiltl-

As this issue of Focus oes to press, most
regions of Canada am? the United States
are experiencing drought conditions
including the Great Lakes region. The
following statistics are given as "food for
thought,

despite the seemingly endless

freshwater supply we seem to have in
this region. Statistics are taken from the
US. Environmental Protection Agency 5
Water Wheel, a guide to home water
conservation. For copies of the guide,
contact the IJC Great Lakes Regional

Office, 100 Ouellette Avenue, Eighth
oor, Windsor, ON N9A 6T3 or PO.

Box 32869, Detroit, MI 48232. In Canada
call (519)256-7821 and in the United
States call (313)226-2170.
Do you know how much water you are
using?
0
O
0
0
0

Household faucet 3-5 gallons/minute
Dishwasher 15 25 gallons
Shower 5-10 gallons/minute
Washing machine 35 gallons
Bath 50 gallons (Iffull)

0 Lawn watering 35 gallons/half acre

0 Toilet flushing 5-7 gallons
0 Dripping faucet 1,000gallons/year

Duluth Welcomes
Attendees of
Second
Great LakesSt. Lawrence

Mayors

Conference
by Alan Clarke
ayors from as far east as
Sept Iles, Quebec came to
the western side of the

Great Lakes basin for two days of

intensive discussion on Great LakesSt. Lawrence matters. The discussions were part of the second International Great Lakes St. Lawrence
Mayors Conference, held in Duluth,
Minnesota from May 17-19, 1988.

The meeting was attended by 180

mayors and other officials from

Canada and the United States.
Four sessions were held over the
two days to focus on areas of major
interest and involvement: waterfront
development for year-round use,
cruise and excursion vessel service,

maritime issues, and water quality,
including industrial and municipal
issues.
During their last session, the

mayors adopted the following
resolutions:
0 Support for the establishment of
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Protection Fund, as developed by

the Governors of the Great Lakes
basin states, to supplement
current funding sources for
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
programs.

.. .

].H. Leach, a research scientist in

fisheries for the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources, thanked us for the
inclusion, stating that he has "tried to
point out why use of the word was
incorrect for tributaries in the Great
Lakes for a number of years. However,
Charles Herdendorf, professor emeritus
of Ohio State University, disagrees with
the definition. He pointed to use of the
term to describe areas in the Great Lakes

Waste Systems Institute of Michigan, Inc.
(WSI) has announced the formation of a
Waste-Help Clearinghouse that features
a tollfree 800 telephone number to serve
Michigan and surrounding Great Lakes

m
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as a result of two letters received recently
after a definition of estuaries was printed
in the last issue of Focus (Volume 13,
Issue 1, page 11). The printed definitions
described estuaries as semi-enclosed
areas of water which contain or are
affected by salt water.
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For maritime issues, there was

"WHO

WE» SOUND

participants to the conference, as cosponsor
jack Masters, Mayor of Thunder Bay,
looks on.

considerable support for resolutions
seeking action by the two national
governments to end discrimination
against Great Lakes St. Lawrence
ports in the export of bulk commodities, particularly grain. The mayors
strongly requested that both
national governments review policies, regulations and subsidies which
affect the movement of grain through
the St. Lawrence Seaway system and
deny competition on an equal basis
with alternative export routes.

(1m unownuu

In addition, resolutions were

JAC
3;

»-

MASTER g
t4,

adopted regarding cruise and
excursion vessel service on the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River System.
The Canadian and US. mayors also
called for the convening of a special
conference to examine the yearround use of waterfronts in the

interests of economic vitality, tour-

ism and recreation.

The Honourable Benoit Bouchard,
Canada s Minister of Transport, and

0
o

0

Strong recommendations to the two federal governments to restore full
funding for all existing Great Lakes research programs, and
A similar recommendation to the US. Congress and Canadian Parlia
ment to fully appropriate funding levels authorized in existing legislation
in support of environmental management programs in the Great Lakes~
St. Lawrence basin.
Specifically to the US. Congress as it engages in the budget process, the
mayors call for:

0

full funding for the National Sea Grant Program; NOAA Great Lakes

Environmental Research Laboratory; the US. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) Great Lakes National Program Office, and Duluth
and Grosse Ile Laboratories; and the US. Department of Interior's
Great Lakes Fisheries Laboratory;
f

Luncheon .._,..-.__,_.c_.c

5

0

full funding, at $75 million for fiscal year 1989, of Section 106 state
grants under the US. Clean Water Act;

o

funding of a least $25 million in fiscal year 1989 for the US. EPA s

0

le islation to establish a Great Lakes Basin Pro ram, as proposed by

emerging national nonpoint source pollution program (authorized at

$400 million over four years); and

thge Great Lakes Commission, to establish a fedgeral-state partnership

for water
.
q.ualit3 im Provement throu 8h control of soil erosion and
sedimentation.
https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1

Governor Tom Thompson of Wisconsin were two of a number of key
speakers at the conference. These
speakers and others emphasized the
positive impact of the Canada-US.
Free Trade Agreement for the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence basin.
The Organizing Committee of the
International Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Mayors Conference will meet
with policy makers in both national
capitals to express their "deep
concerns about economic development, the environment and the

tourist and recreation industry in the
region.
The mayors will hold their 1989
annual meeting in Niagara Falls,
Ontario. For proceedings of this
year 5 conference, contact Gary
_

Harms conference coordinator 400

City Hall Duluth MN 55802'

(218)723-3556.
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Levels Reference Plan of
Study Approved;

Functional Groups Take

Study into Action Phases
by Sally Cole-Misc]:
ith the Commission s approval on March 15, 1988
of the Plan of Study
concerning the Reference on Fluctu
ating Water Levels in the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin, the

focus of activities for the
Commission s study groups has
turned to completing specific objectives to culminate in the May 1989
report for Phase I of the overall

project.

The Plan of Study elaborates on a
background paper from November 2,
1987 which was released for public
review and comment. These comments were used to revise the paper
and produce the final Plan of Study,

which is considered an evolving
document subject to refinement
throughout the life of the study.

Cements on the plan are welcomed
from all interested citizens, and

copies can be obtained from any IJC
office.
As outlined in previous issues of

Focus (in particular, see Volume 12,

Issue 2, page 4), the study is organized around a Steering Committee, a
Project Management Team (PMT)

and five functional groups. The
Steering Committee includes two
Commissioners, the co-chairpersons
of the PMT and lead Commission

staff to provide overall direction to
the study on behalf of the Commission. While the PMT serves as the
overall coordinator of activities

under the reference, the functional

groups focus on specific areas that

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1988
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must be addressed in order for the
Commission to provide recommendations to the Parties concerning
uctuating Great Lakes water levels.
Ken Murdock, chief of the Plan-

ning Division for the US. Army
Corps of Engineers Headquarters
office in Chicago, Illinois, was
appointed to serve as Executive
Director of the study in May 1988.
He will work with all functional
group co-chairpersons and the PMT
co-chairpersons, Elizabeth Dowdeswell of Environment Canada and
Brigadier General Theodore Vander

Els of the US. Army Corps of

Engineers, to assist in integrating
study activities and resolving issues
as they arise. Murdock will also
serve as secretary to the Steering
Committee.
Each functional group has met
over the past several months to

develop its membership, clearly

identify responsibilities and establish
strategies to complete assigned tasks.
Functional Group One, which

addresses hydrology and hydraulic
issues, is developing data and

measures related to climate change,
lake regulation, comsumptive uses,
land use modification and diversions. A subcommittee on climate
change has been developed out of the

address potential aquatic, terrestrial
and wetlands impacts. Group Two
has also developed an initial version
of a biophysical computerized Great
Lakes database, primarily for the

Canadian side, and is comparing that

database with available US. systems.
Group Two is coordinating its
research closely with that of Functional Group Three, which is the
economic, social and environmental

Thus far, they have defined uses of

tial greenhouse effect, or warming of

and have proposed a classification of

the earth s climate due to increased

levels of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere, could lower lake levels
an average of one to eight feet over
the next 80 years.
Functional Group Two is respon-

sible for assessing the impacts of
uctuating water levels on the
coastal zone. The group s 15 members met initially last March and

have developed three subgroups to

I

assessment group. Thisgroup has
also divided into subgroups to
complete research on interests and

group to further investigate this
issue, since recent scientific projec-

tions have estimated that the poten-

I

impacts identified in the study plan.
the lakes, various interests groups,
those interests.

A representative from all other

functional groups serve as members

of Functional Group Four, the Public

Participation and Communications

committee, in order to provide
updated reports of their respective

group s activities and to participate

in the design and implementation of
the group s tasks. An inventory of
levels-related information is being
11
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Above, U. 5. Congressional staff were briefed on reference activities in late May.

Left, Herb Clarke of the Coalition Against Lowering Lake Ontario and Bea Schermerhorn of

Save the River, right, expressed their viewpoints at a public forum held on May 31 in
Clayton, NY by Congressman David Martin.

established, as well as a complete library of all documents created under the
levels reference study. The group has identified tasks, such as developing
plans for public meetings, hearings and / or other mechanisms to involve the

public in reference activities, and developing an information program which

could be carried out by responsible government agencies to inform the public

about lake level uctuations.

Finally, a fifth functional group ties together the work of the other groups
to develop an overall model that evaluates the effects of uctuating lake
levels. The group is focusing on developing a "visual situation model, or an
information display that will provide a bird s eye View of the complexity of
the Great Lakes system, the various components and interactions in that
system, and where reactions are likely to occur as a result of a given event.
Each functional group s membership is expected to expand as issues are
further identified and specific tasks are completed under Phase I of the study.
In reviewing the progress of the PMT and the functional groups, the
Commission recognizes that the levels reference study includes a number of
issues on which there are strongly held and often differing views on the part
of governments and other interests. These issues are fundamental to the
study itself, and consultations between all involved interests must be part of

the study process rather than carried out after the study has been completed.
For more information about progress under the levels reference study,

contact Alan Clarke, Information Officer, IJC Canadian Section, 100 Metcalfe,
18th oor, Ottawa, ON KlP 5M1, (613) 9952984 or Frank Bevacqua, Information Officer, IJC United States Section, 2001 8 Street NW, Washington, DC

20440, (202) 673-6222.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1

Great Lakes Control
Boards Present Levels

Updates

by Sally Spiers
11 Wednesday, April 20, 1988,

the boards responsible for

the Commission s limited
regulation of the Great Lakes reported on their activities as a part of
the IIC s spring Semi-Annual meeting. Presentations were made and
reports received from the Interna
tional St. Lawrence River Board of
Control, International Niagara Board
of Control and International Lake
Superior Board of Control.
The Commission approved
construction of the St. Lawrence
Power Project in an Order of Approval of October 29, 1952. The

order was amended in 1956 to
include criteria designed to reduce
the range of levels experienced on
Lake Ontario, facilitate navigation in
the St. Lawrence River, and provide
12
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1988 GREAT LAKES LEVELS

Lake

Level
Recorded Maximum

Year

Lon g-Term
Average
(1900-1987)

1986
1986
1986
1986
1952

600.18
577.87
572.55
569.96
244.16

FEBRUARY

Superior.........
Michigan-Huron...
St. Clair........
Erie .............
Ontario ..........

599.88
578.70
574.43
571.38
244.20

601.38
580.36
576.17
572.85
246.46

St. Clair........
Erie .............

Ontario ..........

599.71
578.59
574.32
571.46
244.18

601.31
580.40
576.17
573.11
246.77

St. Clair........
Erie .............

Ontario ..........

599.82
578.93
574.59
571.78
244.71

601.49
580.75
576.21
573.46
247.69

1986
1986
1986
1986
1952

600.05
577.92
572.98
570.22
244.43

St. Clair........
Erie.............

Ontario..........

599.93
579.04
574.60
571.76
245.15

601.72
580.89
576.25
573.43
247.95

Michigan-Huron...
St. Clair........
Erie.............
Ontario ..........

600.01
578.93
574.48
571.58
245.28

601.77
581.07
576.51
573.70
248.06

Commission s Orders of Approval.
Although precipitation in the Lake

Ontario basin was near average for

this period, high in ows continued
from Lake Erie. The board reported
receiving a number of complaints
concerning uctuating levels during

1986
1986
1986
1985
1973

600.09
578.1 8
573.52
570.77
245.1 1

the late summer and fall of 1987,

which exacerbated the problem of
generally low levels. Several low
water levels complaints were also

received from recreational boaters on
Lake St. Louis.

The International Niagara Board of

Control was established in 1953 to

1986
1986
1986
1986
1952

600.43
578.50
573.81
571.06
245.50

review and approve the design and

construction of remedial works at
Niagara Falls and thereafter to
control those works, including the

Chippewa-Grass Island Pool struc-

ture. Later, the board s responsibili-

ties were expanded to include

JUNE

Superior.........

continued to regulate out ows ac-

from Montreal Harbour officials

MAY

Superior .........
Michigan Huron...

From September 19, 1987 to March

16, 1988, the St. Lawrence board

plan of regulation based on the

APRIL

Superior.........
Michigan-Huron...

through the operating works at

Cornwall / Massena.

cording to Plan 1958-D, the current

MARCH

Superior .........
Michigan-Huron...

protection for riparian and other
interests downstream in Quebec.
The Commission established the
International St. Lawrence River
Board of Control in November 1953
to oversee out ows from Lake
Ontario and the ow of water
through the International Rapids
Section of the St. Lawrence River,

1986
1986
1986
1986
1952

600.71
578.72
573.98
571.1 8
245.62

remedial works extension, shoal
removal in the river, and the annual
installation and removal of the ice

boom at the head of the Niagara
River.

At the Commission s request, the

board undertook a series of ow

measurements in the upper Niagara
River last fall to assess possible
effects on Lake Erie out ows by

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1988
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lowering the level of the Chippewa~

Grass Island Pool. Under the direc
tion of the board, the New York

plan established to achieve the
objectives of the revised Orders of

Approval. This procedure, called

Power Authority and Ontario Hydro
changed the normal operation of the
Chippewa-Grass Island P001 to hold
various pool elevations constant
during the test period. Results of the
tests were recently received and will
be highlighted in the next issue of the
Lake Levels Update.
In 1914, the Commission approved
two diversions of water for power

Plan 1977, works well as long as
water supplies to the lakes are within
historic ranges. Below average water
supplies over the past year resulted
in water levels on Lake Superior
below the long term average from
mid September 1987 to mid March

Michigan and Ontario at the head of
the St. Marys River. The water is
returned to the river downstream of
the power stations, and control
works were built to compensate for
these diversions, particularly for any

caused their level to continue to fall
from the record highs of 1986.
Because the two lakes are connected
by the broad, deep Straits of Mackinac, they record virtually the same
levels and are considered one lake

which would have occurred as a
result of the plant s operation. These
projects increased the river channel

last year, the level of lakes Michigan
and Huron remained about eight
inches (20 cm) above its long-term

regulation of Lake Superior out ows.
The International Lake Superior
Board of Control was established in
1921 to regulate the out ow in
accordance with the Commission s
Orders of Approval for these control
works.

From January through April 1988,

generation at Sault Ste. Marie,

lowering of Lake Superior levels

capacity and made possible some

The original Orders of Approval

were designed to maintain Lake
Superior levels within a more narrow
range than the historical range, but
this proved impossible because water
supplies could not be predicted or
controlled in the long term. These

orders also did not consider the
effects of Lake Superior out ows on
the levels of lakes Michigan-Huron.

The orders were modified in 1979 to
take both upstream and downstream
conditions into account in determin-

ing out ows for Lake Superior.

Under normal conditions, the

board calculates out ows according

to procedures set out in a regulation

BOOKSHELF

1988.

Similar conditions on lakes Michi
gan and Huron, with the exception of
December 1987 water supplies, have

hydrologically. Although lower than

average for the month of March.

the board released slightly more

water than called for in Plan 1977 in
order to remove the last remaining
water which had been stored on Lake
Superior during the high water crisis

of 1986-1987.

Copies of all reporting boards

reports are available from the IJC

Washington and Ottawa offices, at

2001 S Street NW, Washington, DC
20440, or 100 Metcalfe, 18th oor,
Ottawa, ON KlP 5M1. In the United

States call (202)673-6222 and in
Canada call (613)995-2984.

The following reports are available for

distribution from the International Joint

Commission Great Lakes Regional

Office, 100 Ouellette Avenue, Eighth
oor, Windsor, ON N9A 6T3 or PO. Box
32869, Detroit, MI 48232. For further

information about these or other IJC

reports, call (519)256-7821 in Canada or

(313)226-2170 in the United States.

Rehabilitation of lake Ontario: The Role

of Nutrient Reduction and Food Web Dy~
namics. Based on conclusions and recommendations from the Food Web II
Workshop held at Canada Centre for
Inland Waters on February 25-27, 1987.

Proceedings of an atmospheric deposi-

tion workshop held in October 1986

entitled Summary Report of the Workshop
on Great lakes Atmospheric Deposition.

Sponsored by the Science Advisory

Board, Water Quality Board and Interna-

tional Air Quality Advisory Board.

Released in October 1987.
Review of the Research Advisory Board/

Science Advisory Board Recommendations

and Supporting Reports with IIC and

Government Responses 1973 Through 1985

to the Great Lakes Science Advisory

Board. Released in March 1988.

The 1987 Report of the Aquatic Ecosys-

tem Objectives Committee to the Great

Lakes Science Advisory Board. Novem-

ber 1987.

An Overview of Contaminated Sediments

in the Great lakes With Special Reference to
the International Workshop held at Aberystwyth, Wales, LI.K. as reported to the
Great Lakes Science Advisory Board.
Printed February 1988.
tl-t!

Three new newsletters recently joined
Focus and other Great Lakes and water
resource publications in Canada and the

United States. The Rawson Academy of

Aquatic Science issued its first edition of

Canadian Water Watch in early May. The

monthly national neWS bulletin provides
brief summaries of initiatives for all
aspects of water use and management. It

is available in English or French for $150
(Canadian funds) from The Rawson

Academy of Aquatic Science, 1025, 130

Slater Street, Ottawa, ON KIP 929.

(613)563-2636.

m
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The Great Lakes Commission, meanwhile, has started an eight-page monthly
bulletin to highlight U.S. activity on
Great Lakes issues. For subscription
information contact Cathy Chown,
Editor, Great Lakes Commission, 2200
Bonisteel Boulevard, Ann Arbor, MI
48109. (313)665-9135.
Finally, The Council Commentary is a
four-page newsletter that summarizes
activities of the Council of Great Lakes
Governors and provides a forum for
editorials from the governors and other
leaders in business, labor and education.
Future editions are available from the
Council of Great Lakes Governors, Tenth
floor, 310 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
IL 60604. (312)427 0092.
F
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The Canadian Environmental Law
Research Foundation (CELRF) has
concluded after two years of study that
legislation in the eight Great Lakes states

and Ontario is limited in scope and is

reactive rather than proactive in its
stance. The report, Zero Discharge,
suggests that environmental problems

might better be addressed by more
rigorously implementing existing laws
and by passing others to curtail the
release of toxic substances. Copies of

this report can be obtained from CELRF,

243 Queen Street West, Toronto, ON

M5V 1Z4. (416)977-2410.
I'
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Climate Change Digest: Implications of
Climatic Change for Navigation and Power
Generation in the Great Lakes (CCD 87-13)
is the third issue of the Climate Program

Program Office, Canadian Climate

Centre, 4905 DufferinStreet,Downsview,

ON M3H 5T4. (416)739-4328.
*
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Status and Trend Highlights of Ohio's lake

Erie Fish and Fisheries, printed in March

1988, contains inventory and harvest
data for major commercial and sport

fish. These data are used to monitor fish
stocks and to predict future changes in
fish populations. The report is available
from the Lake Erie Fisheries Unit, Ohio
Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Wildlife, PO. Box 650,

Sandusky, OH 44870. (419)625-8062.
I'I'I'I'I-

Through a sailor called Silas John, Paul
Vasey in The Inland Seas: A Journey
Through the Great bikes unfolds the

history of the lakes and their signi -

cance in the lives of the people who live
in their vicinity. The text is accompanied by more than 100 colored photo-

graphs by John de Visser, representing

the lakes in all four seasons. The book is

available from Chartwell Books, Inc.,
110 Enterprise Avenue, Secaucus, NJ

07094, telephone (201)864-6341 for
$17.98 (US. funds).
l-
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M.M. Dillon Ltd. was commissioned by
the Ontario Ministry of the Environment
to determine methods for reducing

pollution from Ontario s sewer dis-

charges as part of the Municipallndustrial Strategy for Abatement.
Released in March 1988, Evaluation of

Municipal Sewer Use Control Options Phase

on Michigan s water quality and water
pollution control efforts, including data
that supports management and research
programs.
Copies can be obtained from the

Michigan Department of Natural

Resources, Surface Water Quality
Division, PO. Box 30028, Lansing, MI
48909.

(517)373-2329.
i-

t

A recent addition to the Occasional
Papers Series (No. 88-5) of the Great
Lakes Program at SUNY Buffalo is An

Agenda for the Great Lakes: Perspectives of

Principal Users and Managers in the United
States and Canada. The report outlines a

completed survey which identifies policy

issues of concern to users and managers
of Great Lakes water. The survey is

considered a first step in developing

more informed and coordinated policy

and plans.
Copies of the report are available from
the Great Lakes Program, 207 Jarvis Hall,
State University of New York Center,
Buffalo, NY 12460. (716)878-5422.
10*

!

The American Lung Association has
released a report entitled Pollution on

Wheels, which provides justification for

more stringent controls on hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides to attain healthy air
quality levels across the United States.

Copies of the report can be obtained
from the American Lung Association,

Government Relations Office, Suite 710,
1029 VermontAvenue NW, Washington,
DC 20005-3517. Contact Fran Du-Melle
at (202)393-1260 or Bob Day
(202)682-5864.

summarizes two phases of a study
conducted to determine the likely impact
of climate change on navigation and

II: Effectiveness Cost Evaluation and Policy
Recommendation, states that industrial
wastewater should be pretreated before
being discharged into the Ontario sewer

Great Lakes. The Phase I report, entitled

sector should be formulated and those

study funded by the National Parks

best available and economically achiev-

of Michigan, identifies eight native

Office s Climate Change Digest. It

hydroelectric power generation in the
"Socio-Economic Assessment of the
implications of Climatic Change for
Future Water Resources in the Great

Lakes-St. Lawrence River System, was

completed in March 1985. The Phase 11
report, "Socio-Economic Assessment of
the Implications of Climatic Change for

Commercial Navigation and Hydro-

Electric Power Generation in the Great

Lakes-St. Lawrence River System," was

completed in March 1986.
Single copies of both reports can be
obtained free of charge from the Climate
Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1988

system. Standards for each industrial
standards should be attainable by the
able technology.

Copies of the report are available from
the Public information Centre of the

Ontario Ministry of the Environment, 135

St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto, ON M4V
1P5. (416)323-4321.
t 1'

Water Quality and Pollution Control in
Michigan: 1986 is a biennial report

covering October 1, 1983 - September 31,

*

l-I'

The Terrestrial Vegetation and Flora of
Sleeping Bear Dunes National lakeshore, a

Service and conducted at the University
species which are threatened and
describes habitats prone to damage

through misuse or development. The

study recommends a balance between

preservation of the wilderness and
accessibility to the public. The study is

available from Kate Kellogg at the
University of Michigan, 412 Maynard,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1399. (313)747
4418.

1985. The report provides information
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Greenpeace Great
Lakes Excursion

Stimulates Public
and Media Interest
by Alan Clarke
he international Greenpeace
environmental organization
launched its 1988 Great Lakes

campaign in early May, when its 78-

foot oating lab called The Beluga left
Montreal for a three-month voyage
through the Great Lakes. As the
vessel proceeds upstream, a marked
increase in newspaper, television and
radio coverage of Great Lakes water
quality issues and specific pollution

sites on the lakes is being generated.
Named the "North American

ports along the Hudson River where
workshops, concerts and other
events drew public attention to
deteriorating water quality in the
river. Press coverage and public
reaction to the Greenpeace campaign
thus far indicates that a more activist
research approach is being used to
stimulate public awareness of water
quality issues in the St. Lawrence
River and the Great Lakes.
The Beluga will visit several Areas
of Concern as a part of its tour of the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence system,
before entering the Illinois Waterway
in Chicago and starting its three
month tour of the Mississippi River.
The boat and its crew spent two
weeks on the St. Lawrence and
Saguenay Rivers in early May, then
traveled through lakes Ontario, Erie
and Huron in May and June. Look

for details of planned activities to

coincide with the boat 5 visit in your
local media outlets. For specific

Inland Waters Expedition, Green-

information, contact Joyce McLean,

awareness of toxic "hotspots" and
the hazards posed by chemical
discharges into the lakes. Three
years ago, the organization s German
office converted the fire-fighting boat
into a research vessel to tour several
European waterways and test for
water quality. The boat 5 equipment
can continuously monitor 60 litres
(15.9 gallons) of water per minute for

West, Toronto, ON M58 1X7,

peace considers the tour an educational campaign to stimulate public

Great Lakes Campaign Coordinator,
Greenpeace Canada, 427 Bloor Street
telephone (416)922-3011.

2 Economy -

Environment

Linkages Explored

at Roundtable
by Peter Boyer

he evolving ties between
economic and environmental
interests have been explored
in recent months by several local,

regional and international sectors of
society, including the media (see

Briefs, page 9), world commissions
and the International Joint

Commission s Great Lakes Science
Advisory Board. The Board s
Societal Committee hosted a two-day
roundtable in late March to discuss
economy-environment linkages and
their implications for the IJC and for

water quality issues in the Great
Lakes.

The roundtable was attended by
economists, industry representatives
and social scientists from Canada

and the United States, who discussed

and evaluated current economyenvironment themes. Canadian CoChairperson of the Societal Committee Audrey Armour noted that a
"new con uence of interest" has
emerged which is looking for "winwin

a variety of parameters, and a mass

situations, rather than the

spectrometer was recently added so
that onboard chemists can test for a
range of toxic substances.
The Greenpeace campaign is in

previous tendency to View the
environment or the economy in
terms of an either or relationship.
A keynote address by Dr. Paul

successful community awareness
tour completed along the Hudson

underlined the importance of the
environment to sustain all economic

Portney of Resources for the Future

some ways reminiscent of the

River some years ago. With folksinger Pete Seeger and others providing
leadership, the sailboat stopped at

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1

activity and vice versa. He cited

Scientist studies lab results aboard Beluga.

several international examples where

the environment became the primary
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limiting factor to economic growth,
particularly when the complex

interactions between the two factors
had not been considered in the

decision-making process.

Dr. Portney also noted that a distinction must be made between the
trivial and the truly serious threats to
human health and to the environment, as well as the need to more
fully consider the economic feasibil-

and economists in the remedial
action plan (RAP) process included,
among others, conducting studies to:
a further define the economyenvironment relationships for a

assess the role of water quality

0

provide a basis for the wise
expenditure of funds to address
remediation alternatives over
time;
demonstrate the economic value
added to an Area of Concern by
effectively protecting the envi-

ity of spending large sums of money
to address problems which had not
been adequately defined or consid-

0

immediate action to prevent even

o

ered for their overall significance. In
some cases, however, further study
must be balanced with the need for
more serious problems and higher

costs for future generations.
Several participants emphasized

specific locale;

o

problems in regional economic

ronment; and

examine past successes and
failures related to economic

impacts from rehabilitation

efforts in order to learn from

these lessons.
The roundtable participants challenged the social science community

and Development report, Our

of analytical methodologies to
address Great Lakes issues and to

Common Future, and the Canadian

report, Report of the National Task

Force on Environment and Economy, to

Great Lakes issues, particularly at a
level where environmental actions

and decisions are occurring. For
example, a conceptual framework
could be developed for use at the
local and / or regional level to en~

hance the ties made between envi-

ronmental cleanup efforts and

economic concerns for each Area of
Concern.
In order to relate water quality
issues to their social and economic

context, roundtable participants

concluded that demonstration

projects should be implemented in

one or two Areas of Concern that
will reflect the realities of economic
and environmental interrelation

ships. Specific action steps recommended to involve social scientists

by Murray

German

competitiveness;

that a major opportunity exists to
apply the relevant concepts and

recommendations contained in the
World Commission on Environment

Bay of Quinte
RAP

to contribute its expertise and range

enhance the processes of planning,

policy making and remedial action in
each Area of Concern. Participation
by industry was identified as an

integral part to understanding the
economy-environment ties and to the
development of effective RAPs.

Proceedings of the roundtable are

under review by the Societal Committee and will provide a basis for
future initiatives on this subject. For
further information about the
roundtable, the proceedings or

activities of the Societal Committee,

contact Peter Boyer, International
Joint Commission, Great Lakes

Regional Office, 100 Ouellette
Avenue, Eighth oor, Windsor, ON

N9A 6T3 or PO. Box 32869, Detroit,
MI 48232. Call (519)256-7821 in
Canada or (313)226-2170 in the
United States.

he Bay of Quinte is a large, Zshaped body of water situated in the northeastern
portion of Lake Ontario. Its ecosystem has been drastically affected
over the past 30 years by cultural
eutrophication (an increase in the
aging process of the lake because of
excessive inputs of nutrients like
phosphates and nitrates). Considerable progress has already been made
in reducing the point source nutrient
loadings to the bay. However,

recovery has not matched the abatement efforts. The remedial action

plan (RAP) process has provided the
opportunity to determine why.
The story emerging from the Bay

of Quinte is as fascinating as a
Jacques Cousteau adventure. From
the moderately enriched but stable
ecosystem of the 19505, the bay
emerged from the 19603 in a hyper-

eutrophic condition (massive algal
production) with little semblance of
its former condition. By the end of
the 19605, walleye, pike, bass, gar,

Whitefish and lake herring popula-

tions had largely given way to a

single top predator fish community

of white perch. Eurasian milfoil, an

aquatic macrophyte, which crowded
out the indigenous rooted plants in

the early 1960s, had largely disappeared by the end of the decade.

Gone with them were Daphnia (an
important zooplankton species) and
a variety of macroinvertebrates

associated with the rooted plants.
Primary production had shifted

h
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almost exclusively to algae
massive production of the trouble
some blue green variety.
Various factors undoubtedly
contributed to the catastrophic
ecosystem disruption of the 1960s.
Climatic conditions, in part, affected
the decline of walleye and takeover
of white perch as the dominant top
predator species. It is also probably
more than a coincidence that the
ribbon-cutting ceremonies for a
number of new sewage treatment
plants in the basin occurred during
the 19505 and early 19605. With
these facilities came a new supply of
phosphorus, which scientists now
believe triggered a devastating chain
reaction throughout the ecosystem.

If point source phosphorus could
trigger such a response, logic suggested that the situation could be
reversed by reducing the point
source phosphorus loadings. This

balanced nature, and it is perpetuat-

ing these conditions through a
variety of means, including:

0

action was taken during the 19703;
yet, the ecosystem did not respond

as anticipated. The white perch
population did decline and the

0

walleye population has staged a

remarkable recovery; however, algal
densities continue to uctuate
widely, rooted plants have not
recovered and other important
components are still missing.
At the recent ecosystem modelling
workshop, it was suggested that the
ecosystem has adapted to take on
these conditions as normal or of a

o

0

Nutrient feedback from the
sediments to the water column is
maintaining the high level of
algal production;
The nitrogen-to phosphorus ratio
in bay water favors production
of the troublesome blue green
algae;
The large zooplankton species,
from the genus Daphnia, are not
present in numbers sufficient to
crop off the algae; and
High alewife and white perch

densities keep the Daplmiu
densities low.

Taken together, these and other

factors seem to justify why the point
source phosphorus control program
has not entirely restored the ecosystem. Thus, the Bay of Quinte RAP

team must determine how to break
the cycle. They are convinced that
macrophytes and Duplmia must be
reestablished. But how? Eight
options for restoration of the ecosystem are being considered. They
range from doing nothing more
(because the nutrient flux from the

sediments, while still very signifi-

cant, is being depleted over time and
the system may eventually recover
by itself if left alone), to further

reducing phosphorus inputs from
point and nonpoint sources and
manipulating the food chain to allow

Duplmia to become re established.

The feasibility and costs of these
and other options have been examined and an ecosystem simulation

model is being developed which will
quantify the anticipated benefits of
the options in isolation or in combination. Developing such a model is

complex and the science of ecosys-

Aerial view of the Bay of Quinte.
https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1
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tem modelling is in its infancy.
However, ask any member of the Bay
of Quinte RAP Coordinating Com
mittee how things are going and
don t be surprised if they get you
caught up in the excitement of the
RAP planning process. The scientists
serving on the committee generally
are pleased that their many years of
scientific investigations on the bay
are being pulled together for ecosys

tem management purposes.

Two ecosystem modeling workshops are planned to help in developing the final model for the bay. It
is anticipated that the model will

greatly assist the Quinte RAP Coor-

dinating Committee and the Public

Advisory Committee (PAC) to

formulate a recommended RAP for
the bay. Since the public information
and involvement component of the
RAP process was initiated in the fall
of 1986, several activities have taken
place, including: a stakeholder

mailing list of over 400 persons has
been established; questionnaires
were sent and analysed for uses and

goals; four public meetings have

been held; four issues of a newsletter

have been published; and the 31-

member PAC has become an active
part of the planning process to
develop the Bay of Quinte RAP.
Technical components of the plan

are expected by October 1988. Public

consultation for the draft RAP is

scheduled to be completed during

December 1988.
For more information on the Bay

of Quinte RAP, contact Fred Stride,

Secretary Bay of Quinte RAP Coordi-

nating Committee, or Murray
German, Chairman of the Bay of
Quinte RAP Coordinating Committee, Ministry of the Environment,
PO. Box 820, 133 Dalton Avenue,
Kingston, ON K7L 4X6,

(613)549-4000.

i GLU

1 Annual Meeting
Highlights

Toxic-Laden Air
and Sediments
by David Miller
ore than 150 dedicated

citizens converged in

Cleveland, Ohio over
Mother 5 Day weekend, May 6 8,
1988, for Great Lakes United s sixth

annual meeting. The weekend event
brought together citizen and govern-

mental representatives from each of
the eight Great Lakes states and two

Canadian provinces. Great Lakes

United is a coalition of more than 200

environmental, sports, union and

community groups who work

together on Great Lakes issues of
mutual concern.
Speakers outlined the impact of

toxic chemicals on water quality,
sediments and living organisms in

presentations on Saturday morning,
followed by workshops in which
participants developed policy
resolutions that focused on protecting and restoring the Great Lakes
Basin Ecosystem. Meeting attendees
voted for the following policies to
address these issues:
Establishment of national regulations to control major sources of
airborne toxic pollution. A 1987

report jointly produced by GLU,

Great Lakes Basin: A Call for Action)
and the final draft of a followup

report (Sweet Water, Bitter Rain) were

used to document the problem of
toxic fallout in the Great Lakes and
to discuss a regulatory approach to
controlling sources.
In order to obtain national regulations to control major sources and to
develop a binational approach
between the US. and Canada that
addresses the problem, GLU members voted to lobby the US. Senate
for enactment of the Clean Water Act
amendments which provide the first
comprehensive approach to control
ling the long list of toxic pollutants
impacting the lakes. Similar control
efforts will be sought for Canada.

Creation of federal "Aquafunds" in
the U.S. and Canada to fund the
implementation of research programs, setting priorities and map-

ping toxic hot spots, completing

demonstration cleanup projects and
permanent cleanup activities for
contaminated sediments. GLU
members voted that the aquafund
concept should be pursued through

the further development of Super-

fund-type programs or through
creation of new programs which
emphasize the unique nature of toxic

sediment problems. They also

outlined further needs for uniform

sediment critieria, restrictions on

dredging, and regulations for confined disposal facilities.

For more information about GLU s
annual meeting, please contact David

J. Miller, Executive Director, Great

Lakes United, 24 Agassiz Circle,

Buffalo, NY 14214. (716)886-0142.

Sierra Club, Citizens for a Better

Environment and the Lake Michigan
Federation (Toxic Air Pollution in the

\
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'0 the students of Gosfield
North Elementary School, near 1
Windsor in Essex County,

Ontario and to other schoolchildren
throughout the Great Lakes basin, a
visit to their school from Johnny

Biosphere heralds a powerful insight
into the world of science and discovery. Johnny carries the message of
our oneness with the ecosystems
around us and communicates an
awareness of the biosphere we call
earth in personal terms.
Johnny s alter ego, Dr. Jack Vallentyne, is also known as the Canadian

Co-Chairperson of the IJC s Great
Lakes Science Advisory Board and a
scientist with the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans at the Canada
Centre for Inland Waters in Burlington, Ontario. In the eight years since
he created his second personage, Dr.

Vallentyne has developed an approach to environmental education
that combines a glowing and talking
globe with voices from each

continent, the oceans and the atmos-

phere; a pumpspray bottle of real

acid rain; balloons that explode when

they are stretched
beyond their
capacity; plants
fed pop and chips;
and good, old~
fashioned story
telling aimed at
explaining some
of the unique
characteristics and
properties of the
Great Lakes.
Dr. Vallentyne s
stories are no less
effective than his
props. After it
was explained
that everyone
shares the same
molecules of air in

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1

Johnny
Biosphere
Captures

Interest of
Great Lakes
Schoolchildren
by Peter Boyer
order to breathe and that our bodies
molecules are shared by everyone
and anyone who has ever lived,
Johnny Biosphere asked, "How long
will it take 95% of the salt ions from
my grandfather"s sweat after swimming in Lake Superior on a hot day
to drain from the lake? The answer:
over 500 years, and thus each of us
who drinks water from the Great
Lakes may consume salt ions from
his grandfather.

As the message of interconnected-

FOCUS 21

ness and nature s time scales began
to take hold, the students at Gosfield

North School responded and participated with interest and enthusiasm.
Obviously, a close encounter of the

third kind in this case was more
effective than traditional demonstration and lecture methods, and more

fun! For example, pollution had no
political boundaries when Johnny

Biosphere divided up the gymnasium into the Great Lakes basin and

produced a pumpspray bottle of acid
rain. The consequences of everyone
polluting everyone else were made
obvious to each and every person in
the room, including this observer!
Along with the message, Johnny
Biosphere presented a positive role
model for science. As the children
filed from the gymnasium, several

gathered with a few last burning
questions, including Can you prove

that was really acid rain? , and
"Could you tell me how I could be a
scientist too?
In the coming year, Dr. Vallentyne

has proposed to visit schools in each

of the 42 Areas of Concern in the
Great Lakes in
order to work
with teachers and
students. Teachers in the US. and
Canada interested
in having Johnny

Biosphere appear

at their school
should contact Dr.

,2 J.R. Vallentyne,
Department of
' Fisheries and

' Oceans, Canada
Centre for Inland
Waters,
PO. Box 5050,
3 Burlington, ON
, L7R 4A6.
(416)336-4586.
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Latest Findings

Presented at 31st
IAGLR Conference
by Mike Whittle
lmost 400 environmental

scientists and other Great
Lakes researchers attended

the annual International Association
for Great Lakes Research (IAGLR)
conference held May 16-20, 1988 at
McMaster University in Hamilton,

Ontario. Cosponsors of the confer

ence were Environment Canada,
Canada Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, and McMaster University.

disinterested scientific inquiry and
its free reporting, the politically
expedient management of information and the emergence of non
governmental organizations as
effective brokers in this con ict, and

the impending decline of the Great
Lakes research community. Concern
was voiced that, as the current group
of researchers approach retirement,
new researchers are not available to
take their place.
The second event was a public
forum entitled Toxic Contaminants:
Are We Asking the Right Questions? . The forum was jointly
sponsored by IAGLR, the Royal
Botanical Gardens (which hosted the
event), and the Hamilton Spectator.

Speakers for the evening included

In addition to general sessions on

Dr. Jack Vallentyne, co chairperson

special symposia were organized to

Advisory Board and a scientist with
the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans at Canada Centre for Inland

chemistry, physics and biology, 13

present current research findings on
key issues such as the state of Lake

Ontario, Great Lakes Areas of

Concern, Great Lakes toxic substances, and the effects of climate

change in the Great Lakes basin. Of

particular local interest was the daylong session on the restoration of
Hamilton Harbour, which included

presentations on past and present

conditions and a discussion of future

changes related to the proposed

remedial action plan.

Two events departed from the

usual format and content of the
scientific sessions. A session entitled

"Management Perspectives and
Policy Coordination in Great Lakes

Research included a forum for
research managers, nongovernmental

organization representatives, consulting engineers and scientists

interested in the interface between

science and policy. Topics discussed
included the dilemma between

of the IIC s Great Lakes Science

Waters, and Dr. Wayland Swain of

Eco-Logic in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Similar public outreach events are
planned for future IAGLR conferences.
Panel discussions, which con-

cluded many of the special symposia,

synthesized the information pre-

sented during the day s sessions.
Recommendations, based on scien-

tific advice from the membership of

IAGLR, provided indications of
future research activities within the
Great Lakes basin.
At this year s banquet, also held at
the Royal Botanical Gardens, Association President Klaus Kaiser
introduced the keynote speaker, the
Honorable Charles Caccia, MP and

past Canadian Minister of the
Environment. The Association s
prestigious Chandler-Misner Award,
which is presented for the best
scientific paper appearing over the

past year in the journal of Great Lakes
research, was awarded to Donald
Scavia and Gary L. Fahnenstiel for
their paper, "Dynamics of Lake
Michigan Phytoplankton: Mecha-

nisms Controlling Epilimnetic

Communities.
The Anderson Everett Award was

given to Peter G. Sly, past president

of IAGLR, in recognition of his
continued contribution to the

Association s activities. Stephen
Schneider, managing editor of the
Journal of Great Lakes Research, received the Editor's Award, while
James B. Cotner of the University of

Michigan was the recipient of the
IAGLR Scholarship for 1988. This
scholarship is awarded annually to

the PhD. student whose dissertation
is likely to make a significant contri

bution to the understanding of large

lakes.
Next year s conference will be held
May 30 - June 2, 1989 in Madison,
Wisconsin and will be cosponsored
by the University of Wisconsin and
the US. Environmental Protection

Agency s Environmental Research
Laboratory in Duluth, Minnesota.
For more information about this

year 5 conference, contact Mike

Whittle, Great Lakes Laboratory for

Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences,

Canada Centre for Inland Waters,
867 Lakeshore Road, PO. Box 5050,
Burlington, ON L7R 4A6, telephone

(416)336-4565. For registration and
presenting information for the 1989

conference, contact Gary Glass,
Senior Research Chemist, US. EPA
Environmental Research Laboratory,
6201 Congdon Boulevard, Duluth,
MN 55804. (218)720-5526.

m
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EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
Schedule of Meetings

Society, 7515 Northeast Ankeny Road,

The following includes upcoming meetings scheduled by the Commission and its
various boards. Please contact an UC of ce for further information.

July

8
13

27- 28
27-28

Science Advisory Board Executive Committee
Windsor, ON
Municipal Pretreatment Task Force
Windsor, ON
Remedial Options Work Group
Toronto, ON

Flathead Informational Meetings

Kalispell, MT and Cranbrook, BC

Levels Reference Functional Group

August

Co-Chairpersons

Chicago, IL

Michigan s Department of Natural

Council of Great Lakes Research Managers
Toronto, ON

21 -22

Windsor, ON

Levels Reference Project Management Team and
Functional Group Co-Chairpersons

To be determined
IJC Executive Meeting

28
November

lakes, the issues surrounding their
cleanup and protection, and to provide
forums for citizens to voice their concerns about such issues.

First, a series of Great Lakes Review

Washington, DC

Science Advisory Board
Thunder Bay, ON

Flathead Public Hearings

shop, and listen to citizens views as to

the issues that still need to be addressed

IJC Semi-Annual Meeting

25-28

Lakes will sponsor two events, starting in

Days are planned for each lake, to be
held over four to five hours on a Saturday. State representatives will present
brief summaries of the state of the
particular lake addressed in that work-

Kalispell, MT and Cranbrook, BC
October

Resources and the Office of the Great

August, to help citizens learn about the

Sediment Subcommittee

14-16

ecosystems. For more information
contact Drs. ].O. Nriagu or KR. Lum,

##

Technological Committee

14-15

An international conference on Trace
Metals in Lakes will be held at the
Canada Centre for Inland Waters in
Burlington, Ontario on August 15-18,
1988. Technical sessions will address the
extent oftrace metal contamination of
lake ecosystems, the effect of lake
acidification on metals, and the similarities and differences of trace metal and
nutrient cycles in marine and lake

Toronto, ON

Corporate Management Committee

12-13

i-I-I-

National Water Research lnstitute, Box
5050, Burlington, ON L7R 4A6.
(41 6)336-4784/4617.

To be determined

September

Ankeny, IA 50021-9764. (515) 289-2331.

in all areas of water quality, water

Ottawa, ON

Sediment Technology Transfer Workshop
Burlington, ON

Science Advisory Board Executive Committee
Windsor, ON

quantity, economic development and any

other topics of interest. The Lake
Superior review day will be held in Sault
Ste. Marie on August 20; Lake
Michigan s will be in Traverse City on

15-17

Joint Water Quality/Science Advisory Board

September 24; Bay City will host the

and the Lake Erie review day will be in

16-17

Dearborn, MI
IJC Executive Meeting
To be determined

Meeting

review of Lake Huron on October 15;
Monroe on November 5, 1988.

Friday, September 30 - Saturday,

October 1, 1988 are the dates for Great

The theme of the Soil and Water Conservation Society s 43rd Annual Meeting,

"Responding to Conservation in Transition, is organized to take an indepth look at
how natural resource managers are responding to changes in conservation and
environmental management practices. The conference will be held at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Columbus, Ohio from july 31 to August 3, 1988. For further
information and registration materials contact the Soil and Water Conservation

Lakes Research Days, to include
participation from most Great Lakesrelated laboratories and research vessels
in the state. Friday s events will accom-

modate schools, through tours and other

activities. On Saturday, the public is

welcome to visit research laboratories,

take part in open houses, and tour

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol13/iss2/1
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The American Fisheries Society and the

I It rl-i'

The North American Association for

Environmental Education is presenting

International Association of Fish and

its 17th Annual Conference on October

meeting September 12-15, 1988 at the
Royal York Hotel in Toronto, Ontario.

Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza Hotel. This
year s conference theme is "Building
Multi-Cultural Webs through Environmental Education. For more information contact Joan Heidelberg, NAAEE,
PO. Box 400, Troy, OH 45373. (513)6986493.

Wildlife Agencies will hold a joint

Entitled Fisheries Management: A
Transdisciplinary Science, the confer-

ence includes symposia on more than a

dozen topics, poster sessions, a large

trade show, tours and other informa-

tional sessions. Discounts are available

for registrations received before August
1. Full program details are available

from Jane Henry, 1988 AFS/AFWA

Annual Meeting, PO. Box 5000, Maple,

ON L0] 1E0. (416)832-7118.
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A workshop on Statistical Methods for

Assessment of Point Source Pollution
will be held at the Canada Centre for

Inland Waters, Burlington, Ontario, from
September 12-15, 1988. Additional

details can be obtained from Dave
Chapman, Wastewater Technology
Centre, PO. Box 5050, Burlington, ON

L7R 4A6. (416)336-4621.
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The Water Pollution Control

Federation s Glst Annual Conference
and Ex osition will meet in Dallas,

Texas, rorn October 2-6, 1988. "All

Roads Lead to WPCF-Dallas 88, this

year s theme, will address the age-old
and age-new problems of water treatment processes and groundwater

protection. For further information on
registration, contact the Water Pollution

Control Federation, 601 Wythe Street,
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Scientifique-Eau to be held in Québec

City on October 10-14, 1988. The focus
on the conference will be on the transport
mechanisms, partitioning, fate and
effects of toxic chemicals as detected by
ecotoxicological methods. For more
information, contact Dr. R]. Allan,
NWRI, Box 5050, Burlington, ON L7R
4A6. (416)336-4678.

14-19, 1988 in Orlando, Florida at the
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Billington, Rideau Valley Conservation

Authority, Box 599, Manotick, ON K0A

in Large Rivers and their Estuaries is

being organized jointly by National
Water Research Institute (NWRI) and
Institut National de la Recherche
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Conference, entitled Ottawa 88: Currents of Change/Vets L Avenir will be
held August 23-26, 1988 at the Westin
Hotel in Ottawa, Ontario. For further
registration information contact Charles

The Fate and Effects of Toxic Chemicals
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The Mississippi Valley, Raisin Region,
Rideau Valley and South Nation River
Conservation Authorities 1988 Biennial
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Alexandria, VA 22314 1994. (703)6842452.
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research vessels.
Specific information on both of these
events can be obtained from Karen
Vigmostad, Office of the Great Lakes,
PO. Box 30028, Lansing, MI 48909.
(517)373-3588.
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The American Water Resources Associa-

tion, a multidisciplinary organization
concerned with all aspects of water

resources, is sponsoring a symposium on

The Great Lakes: Living With North

America s Inland Waters. The sympo-

sium will be held in Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin during the second week of November
1988.
For more information and details

contact Dr. David H. Hickcox, Department of Geography, Ohio Wesleyan
University, Delaware, OH 43015.

(614)369-4431.
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The North American Lake Management

Society (NALMS) is presenting its Eighth
Annual International Symposium at the
Clarion Hotel in St. Louis, Missouri on
November 15-19, 1988. The. society

encourages all citizens and water
management professionals to attend the

five-day conference to take part in
workshops, tours, special symposia and

exhibits. For further information contact
NALMS, PO. Box 217, Merrifield, VA
22116. (202)466-8550.
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